
• The Elexo provides comfort and security for both carers and
users. Its variable height positioning helps to minimise carer's
back strain.

• The electric height-adjustability ensures that the seat reaches a
maximum tilting angle of 17° when at its maximum height,
thereby creating the optimum seating balance for the user.

180kg (28 Stone)

50 - 105mm

48cm

46cm
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83cm
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50kg

24V

7Ah

220V 50/60 Hz 500mA

ELEXO HYGIENE 
CHAIR

Description:

Safe Working Load: 

Adjustable Height:

Seat Width:

Seat Depth:

Wedge Setting:

Length Basic Frame:

Width Basic Frame:

Weight:

Electrical Power:

Battery Capacity:

Charger:



Supplier Contact Details: 
t: +44(0)1709 377172   e: sales@harvesthealthcare.co.uk; w: www.harvesthealthcare.co.uk Sheaf house, 
Bradmarsh Way, Bradmarsh Business Park, Rotherham UK, S60 1BW

Important Safety Notice
Harvest Healthcare Ltd supplies equipment and appliances to cover a range of medical conditions. Specific choice of equipment is the sole responsibility of the clinical practitioner or carer overseeing 
individual patient care. Risk assessments specific to user must be carried out prior to the use of all products. 
Products and data continually undergo development and may therefore deviate from the details given.
Version 1: Mar 2019

Simple electric high/low adjustment.
Hand control with battery indicator.
Sleep mode setting after 60 minutes.
Maximum weight 180kg.
Lowest position 50cm,highest position 105cm.
Frame width 68cm, depth 83cm.
Tilt adjustment to a maximum of 17 degrees.
Upholstered seat with toilet opening.
Inlay for the toilet opening.
Foldable upholstered armrests with front lock to enable sideways 
transfer.
Ergonomically formed seat and back rests.
Fold-out footrests with calf protection.
Fold-away and removable leg supports.
Rail for toilet bucket or bedpan.
Durable castors with swivel & lock features.
Extremely stable due to the fitting of 2 lifting motors.
Simple to recharge, with charger included.

Key Features:

Ergonomically 
formed seat with 

inlay

Independent, foldup 
upholstered armrests 

with front lock

Ergonom ica I ly 
formed seat for 

toilet use

Handcontrol 
with battery 

indicator 

Plastic bedpan 

Charge point with 
magnetic coupling 
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